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Criminal 
Herstories
 
Criminal Herstories is part of an art and archives project, crafted 
and researched by textile artist Ruth Singer,  
in partnership with Staffordshire Record Office  
and a team of volunteers.

During 2017 and 2018, Ruth was Artist in Residence  
at the Record Office, researching and creating artworks inspired 
by images of women who were photographed  
in Stafford Prison between 1877 to 1915.

These pictures provide a compelling glimpse into the lives 
of around 500 women imprisoned for petty crimes such as 
drunkenness and theft in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. Their stories are not glamorous or scandalous; most 
lived poverty-stricken and desperate lives on the edge of 
society. Typically, these women were servants or labourers in 
the Potteries and other industries, or they may not have had 
any work at all. Many turned to petty theft to survive. A huge 
number were criminalised for drinking. Their crimes stemmed 
from a lack of education and opportunity. Many had neither solid 
employment nor families able to offer support.
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Textile by Ruth Singer 2012. Commissioned by Shire Hall 
Gallery. Now on display in Staffordshire Record Office.

Background
 
Criminal Quilts began in 2012 when textile artist Ruth Singer 
was commissioned by Shire Hall Gallery, Stafford, to make 
new textile pieces. These were to be inspired by the historic 
Staffordshire court buildings, which were built in 1789. 

Ruth was fascinated by photographs of women prisoners 
dating from the 1880s. Many were shown holding their hands 
up to their chests. She chose to use these photographs as her 
inspiration, particularly focusing on the details of their clothing 
visible in the photos.

Ruth created a series of miniature quilt pieces with a colour 
palette influenced by the sepia-toned photographs, as well as 
the buildings’ textures and colours. These pieces were later 
purchased by Staffordshire Museum Service. Since 2012 Ruth has 
continued to make these ‘criminal quilts’. She was awarded the 
Fine Art Quilt Masters prize at the Festival of Quilts in 2016, for 
one of these pieces (see pages 62 and 63).

Arts Council England funding for 2017-18 has enabled Ruth 
to expand and develop the project and spend time as Artist in 
Residence at Staffordshire Record Office. Here she has researched 
the photographs in more detail alongside a group of dedicated 
volunteers, while making more textile pieces inspired by the 
archival records.

In addition to this display, there are related exhibitions and 
events across the region. Find out more on page 64.
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Opposite: Page from 1911-16 album

Stafford Prison  
photograph albums
 
This project has focused on nine surviving photograph albums 
from Stafford Prison, dating from 1877 to 1916. These are now 
held by Staffordshire Record Office. Together there are over 500 
photographs of women.  A few of them appear in the albums 
several times. Another document, a register of Habitual Drunkards 
from 1903 to 1914, also contains photographs of an additional 
11 women. Some of the Stafford Prison albums are missing and 
this record fills a gap in the date-range. We do not know what 
happened to the missing albums.

All the names in the surviving albums have been catalogued and 
can be searched online at https://www.staffsnameindexes.org.uk.

It is easy to make assumptions about the women that appear in the 
Prison photographs based on what they are wearing and how they 
appear. This project aims to understand the context of their lives 
and their crimes, and to give a glimpse of the woman behind the 
mugshot. To do this, we need to appreciate the hardness of their 
lives and the lack of opportunities available to them. Every one of 
these women is more than simply her criminal record.

In many cases, working class and homeless women, like those that 
appear in the albums, may never have been photographed for any 
other reason. These photographs are a remarkable and valuable 
record of real women who may otherwise have disappeared 
entirely from the historical record.
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Why were these  
photographs taken?
 
During the Industrial Revolution technology developed quickly. 
The criminal justice system made use of these advances. In 1871, 
the Prevention of Crimes Act stated that all prisoners were 
required to be photographed. This was to be added to their file 
and sent to the Home Office in London. It was up to the governor 
of each prison as to how and when this happened, but if the 
governor failed to comply, the prison would be fined up to £20. 
If prisoners refused the request to have their photograph taken, 
they were in breach of prison rules and would be punished.

The Stafford Prison photographs were usually taken a few days 
before the prisoner’s release.

In many of the photographs, it looks like the women are wearing 
their own clothes. Prison clothing features more frequently in 
some of the later pictures. There is more about clothing on pages 
48-53.

Why are they holding  
up their hands?
 
During the 1880s and into the 1890s it was a legal requirement 
for prisoners’ hands to be shown in identification photographs. 
Missing or injured fingers could be an important mark of 
identification.
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Crime and the court system
 
The majority of women featured in the albums were local women 
from across Staffordshire. Most had been convicted of petty crimes 
and imprisoned for a short period of time. Some for minor crimes 
including drunkenness, some petty theft and vagrancy. Some 
were repeat offenders and appear repeatedly in the albums. These 
criminal charges were tried at petty sessions by magistrates. Petty 
sessions took place in towns across the county. People convicted of 
these crimes were often fined, but if they were unable to pay they 
would be sent to prison. 

Theft was usually tried at the Quarter Sessions, which took place 
four times a year. Here, the accused were tried by jury. The Stafford 
Prison records show that inmates had been convicted at Quarter 
Sessions in Stafford, Hanley and Wolverhampton.

More serious crimes were referred to the Assizes. These took 
place less frequently and involved a High Court Judge as well 
as a jury. Very few women in Stafford Prison were convicted 
of serious crimes.  A few of the women in the photographs had 
been transferred to Stafford Prison from other gaols, including 
Holloway, Liverpool and Shrewsbury.

Today, women make up just over four and a half percent of the 
prison population in England and Wales (around 84,000). But in the 
late Victorian period, women made up almost a fifth of the 15,000-
20,000 local prison population. Despite the threat of having their 
children placed in industrial schools, some women were in and out 
of prison, most often for offences committed as a result of poverty.

There was little in the way of support for women who struggled 
with alcohol and criminal behaviour. Many became habitual 
offenders; in and out of prison for most of their lives.
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Photograph album,  
1877-1881
 
This album contains 500 pages, each with a photograph and 
information about the prisoner. There are 99 photographs of 
women. It is quite different to the other albums, which contain 
just photographs with the date it was taken, the prisoner’s name 
and prison number, but no further information.

Because the album includes lots of information about each 
individual, including their age or date of birth and the crime of 
which they convicted, this album has been used the most in our 
research. 

The photographs in this album show the head and upper part of 
each individual’s body. The women are sitting down. Most wear 
hats and many wear shawls. These photographs look more like 
studio portraits than prison mugshots. 

Some women wear a brass or wood medallion on a leather strap. 
This is marked with their prison cell number

Archive reference number: D6957/1/1
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Photograph album,  
1877-1881
 
In this album, each individual’s record takes up one whole page. 

Of the 99 women recorded in this album:

38 were tried by magistrates at petty session. One was convicted 
of drunkenness and the all the others of theft. Their sentences 
ranged from seven days to nine months. One to two months was 
most common.

61 were tried by jury for offences including theft, housebreaking, 
forgery and fraud. The sentences for these crimes were much 
longer, often over six months. The longest sentence given was 18 
months.

We do not know why sentence lengths were so varied. This is 
likely to be as a result of a combination of factors. The details of 
each crime are not recorded in detail. Previous convictions and 
the domestic situation of each women may have also been taken 
into account. 

Of the thefts, 37 were of clothing or boots, which reflects the 
high resale value of clothing. Other thefts included jewellery, 
money and coal.

Around half of the women had no trade or occupation listed. The 
remainder worked as domestic servants, clothes-makers, potters, 
labourers and in a range of industrial jobs, such as rivet cutter 
and cotton worker.

37 were married - the youngest of these was 18 years-old. 52 
were single - many of them were under 23. 10 were widows, 
ranging in age from 22 to 60.
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Photograph album,  
1877-1881
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in 1884, 1885 and 1886. In 1885, she refused to show her hands 
as required, for which she would have been punished In the later 
photograph, she complies with this requirement. The poor state 
of her clothes in 1884 shows the state of her poverty. She was 
sometimes recorded as a charwoman (a cleaner) or labourer, but 
often had no employment. Most of her crimes were thefts of iron 
or coal, including 60 pounds of coal from a canal boat.

Caroline Pulley
 
Caroline Pulley appears four times in the albums including the 
earliest album dating to 1879 when she was 29 years old and 
unmarried. Caroline was from Brockmoor, Brierley Hill and was 
5ft 3in, with brown hair and grey eyes. She had been sentenced 
to six months hard labour for stealing iron, presumably to sell 
on for food and essentials. She was a repeat offender, often in 
and out of prison and was photographed for the prison records 

W
1879

W 
1884

W 
1885

W 
1886
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Photograph album,  
1883-1887
 

This album includes 139 images of women, all holding their 
hands up to their chests. This was a standard regulation during 
the 1880s. Missing fingers, tattoos and other distinguishing 
marks were considered important features for identification. 
The photographs in this album are clearer and show individuals’ 
faces in much more detail. Some are shown looking to the side 
while others face the photographer. The photos are inscribed 
with prison number, name and date of photograph, which was 
usually taken shortly before their release from prison.

Ruth Singer used this set of photographs as inspiration for her 
original series of miniature Criminal Quilts.

Archive reference number: D5112/58

Lettice (or Letitia) Julia Eden was 18 when convicted of breaking 
and entering and stealing a pair of boots. She was a potter and 
was tried at Hanley Sessions. She received 12 months hard labour. 

Above: Quilt by Ruth Singer, hand embroidery and digital print 
with antique lace.
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Matching up these women to their prison records is quite 
challenging. Some admission and discharge records survive 
for the period, but we have not found details for most of the 
women in this album unless they also appear in other albums or 
documents. We have additional details for 16 women who appear 
in the 1887 National Register of Habitual Criminals. This doesn’t 
include details of individual offences. Crimes recorded for the 
women in this album include theft, drunkenness and burglary.

W
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Jane Bayley is unusual for many 
reasons. At 77 years of age, she was 
the oldest prisoner that we have 
found in the records to date. She 
is recorded as having ‘Superior’ 
(high level) education. Jane was 
sentenced to six months hard labour 
for stealing money and had used a 
number of aliases. She was a widow 
without employment and had 
fourteen children.  

 Sisters Fanny and Ada Riddle were born in Rutland, but both 
worked as servants in Handsworth. Together, they stole small 
items, including food and were imprisoned several times. Despite 
their respectable clothing and jobs, life was clearly difficult 
for them. Research shows that their mother died in 1888 when 
they were 15 and 16 years-old. By 1901, they were both in the 
Wolverhampton Union Workhouse.

Photograph album,  
1893-1896
 

This album includes 28 images of women and shows a change 
of style in prison photography. In the 1893-4 images, a mirror is 
included at the side of the sitter to show their profile. 

Below right, a board is placed above them with their prison 
number, the date of photograph and their name.

By January 1896, two camera shots have been used to capture 
the front and side profiles – a style recognisable to us today. 

Below, hands are no longer shown. Most of the women in this 
album are not wearing hats and some are photographed in 
prison uniform.

The women in this album were convicted of crimes including 
obtaining goods by false pretences and theft of clothing and 
textiles.

Prison admission and discharge records exist for some of these 
women. These include an individual’s level of education, marital 
status, details of children (if applicable) and their place of birth.

Archive reference number: D6957/1/2

 

W
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Bridget Warrilow
Bridget first appears in the photograph albums in 1895. She has 
been hard to trace through the records, as she seems to have also 
used the surname Coomer, which may have been her maiden 
name. Her given date of birth also varies from 1860 to 1870, but 
she generally recorded having been born in Hanley. Bridget’s 
mother was born in Ireland and the family were Roman Catholic. 
A Bridget Coomer is recorded in the 1891 census as an inmate 
at Stafford Prison. She had a number of previous convictions 
and had received short prison sentences, mostly for theft and 
drunkenness. In the 1895 photograph, she is wearing a wedding 
ring. She then disappears from the criminal records for 10 years.

From 1905, Bridget is convicted a number of times for thefts of 
items including scrap iron, a bicycle and an overcoat. In 1910, 
she received four years in prison for stealing a doormat, which 
she sold for threepence to spend on food. This shockingly long 
sentence was highlighted by Frank Witty, who was to become a 
prominent supporter of women’s suffrage, in the national press. 
He compared Bridget’s situation to another criminal case in 

which two men were given just six months each for procuring 
girls for prostitution. As a result, Bridget’s sentence was later 
reduced on appeal to three years. A newspaper reported that 
the ‘The court regretted that the legislature did not provide 
them with a means for properly dealing with the case’. There 
was really little option for a woman in Bridget’s situation and a 
prison term was considered safer than being on the streets.
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Elizabeth Oxford was 
photographed twice, in 
1893 and 1897. She was 
tried on several occasions, 
at Wolverhampton Sessions 
for theft of clothing and 
other small items. In 1897 
she received 12 months for 
stealing a woollen shawl.

Photograph album,  
1897
This album includes 18 photographs of women, some in 
fashionable dresses with smart hats and others wearing woven 
shawls.

Archive reference number: D5112/59

Mary Higgins, a 43-year-old charwoman (cleaner) from 
Burslem, had little to no education. She was convicted twice in 
1897 at Stafford Quarter Sessions for theft of 16 handkerchiefs 
and for obtaining goods by false pretences.
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Agnes Herrity
Agnes appears five times between 1897 and 1910 in the Prison 
photograph albums. Her older sister Margaret appears once in 
1884 and their brother Thomas in 1896. The Roman Catholic 
family were living in Newcastle-under-Lyme. Their parents 
were from Ireland, but the children were all born in Coventry or 
Newcastle. They lived in a ‘court’ house, which we would now 
call slum housing. Agnes was born around 1868-9. At around 
18 years-old, Agnes was charged with assaulting her father, 
although she remained living with her family for the whole 
period, except when she was in prison.

Agnes was convicted many times for drunkenness, theft and 
assault and spent considerable time in prison. Both Agnes and 
Thomas were in Stafford Prison at the time of the 1901 census. 
Agnes at times had employment as a labourer or hawker (a 
travelling seller of goods), but is also described sometimes as a 
prostitute, which reflects a life of poverty, a lack of education 
and opportunities.

1897

1903 1908

1908 1910

Margaret Herrity
Thomas Herrity
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Compare the shawl in this photograph to those featured in the 
prison laundry photographs on page 47.

 

Photograph album,  
1898-99
This album includes eight photographs of women. We have 
found very little information about most of them.

Archive reference number: D6957/1/3

This photograph is curious. The date seems to be 1887, but it 
appears alongside images from 1897 and 1898 and is in the style 
of later images. It is likely that the date is noted wrongly and 
should be 1897. She would have been 41 or 42 years-old by this 
point and had lived a life in and out of the prison and asylum 
systems.
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Photograph album,  
1899
This album includes four images of women.

Archive reference number: D5112/60
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Harriet Hannah Raby, a servant, aged 15, from Burton-upon-
Trent, was very unusual in being convicted of the serious crime 
of arson at Stafford Assizes. She served nine months in prison.

33-year-old Agnes Taylor was a galvaniser (a skilled metal-
worker) from Bilston. At 4ft 9in, she was one of the smallest 
adult women recorded in the albums. She was also listed in the 
Habitual Drunkards Register.

Photograph album,  
1902-03
This album includes 29 photographs of women, many of whom 
were servants, laundresses, charwomen (cleaners) or factory 
workers, with little or no education. Three were transferred from 
Holloway Prison but most lived locally. Their places of birth 
vary, including Ireland, Malta, Yorkshire and Bedford, although 
the majority were from Staffordshire. 

Archive reference number: D5112/61

Frances Monk stole a quilt. 
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Photograph album,  
1907-10
This album includes 78 images of women, including many 
younger women in extraordinary, fashionable hats. There are no 
surviving admission and discharge records for these women. So 
the only individuals researched to date are those who also appear 
in the other photograph albums. Repeat offenders sometimes 
also appeared in the national habitual criminals’ records, which 
allows us to find out a bit more about them.

Bridget Warrilow (p 24), Agnes Herrity (p 28) and Ellen 
Lloyd (p 42) all appear in this album.

Archive reference number: D5112/62
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Lottie Child
Lottie or Marian Child was born in Crewe in 1869. She first 
appears in the records in May 1886 when she was arrested and 
charged with stealing a gold watch in Liverpool. Two years 
later, she married Richard Child, a bricklayer ten years her 
senior. Lottie and Richard were widowers, and at the time, 
they were both living in Sant Street, Burslem. Richard himself 
was no stranger to crime, having been charged with fraud and 
imprisoned in Stafford Prison in 1882. Over the next two decades, 
Lottie was regularly incarcerated at Stafford Prison for crimes 
ranging from theft, to helping a child escape a reformatory (a 
young offenders’ institution). For this, she was sentenced to 21 
days hard labour. In 1906, Lottie is recorded as working as a 
laundress.

W
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Photograph album,  
1911-16
This album includes 87 images of women, many wearing very 
fashionable hats and some clearly show prison issue clothing, 
including a gingham apron and checked neckerchief. There is 
more information about prison clothing on pages 48-53. There 
are no surviving admission and discharge records for the women 
in this album. So far, we have not been able to find out about 
many of them unless they appeared in the 1911 census or in 
other prison records.

Archive reference number: D5112/63
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Ellen Lloyd
Ellen Lloyd was born in Wolverhampton in about 1860. She 
worked as both a hawker (a travelling goods-seller) and a 
charwoman (a cleaner). Her first criminal charges, for obscene 
language, were made when she was 17. A year later, in June 
1878, she was sentenced to three months hard labour for stealing 
10 shillings.

Between 1900 and 1910, Ellen was an habitual offender, 
frequently charged with theft; of clothing, boots, watches and 
various other items, including a looking glass and a venetian 
blind. In 1905, she was given three years imprisonment for 
stealing a pair of ‘plush curtains’ from the Villiers Liberal Club. 
At the time of the 1911 census, she was serving yet another 
sentence at Stafford Prison. Records suggest that Ellen continued 
to reoffend at least until 1914.

W
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Inside the women’s prison c.1869-71.  

Stafford Prison
The first prison to be built on the current site opened in 1793. 
This was enlarged in 1819 and again in 1832. A women’s prison 
was built in 1852. By 1868, the Prison could hold 732 people.

The women had their own exercise yard and often worked in 
the laundry, doing washing and ironing. There would have been 
female warders working in this part of the gaol. From 1916 
to 1921, the Prison was used for military detention and then 
remained closed until 1939, when it reopened solely for men.

Morning prayers were taken in the corridor of the women’s 
prison; services were performed in the chapel. When the chapel 
was rebuilt in 1852, a gallery was installed at the southern end 
for the female inmates, designed so they could not be seen by the 
male prisoners.

Women’s prison exterior c.1869-71.  
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Prison laundry
At the rear of the building was a laundry in which the women 
prisoners were put to work. These photographs from 1869-71 
give a remarkable insight into the work the women carried out 
as well as the clothing worn in prison at that time. Laundry 
was recognised ‘hard labour’. Women prisoners may well have 
washed all the laundry for both the men and women’s prisons.

There are no written descriptions of the laundry at Stafford 
Prison, but it appears to have been very similar to other 
prison laundries where written descriptions survive. Separate 
cubicles were built for women to do washing without talking 
to each other. Hot and cold water were piped-in and up-to-date 
equipment was provided, including wringing machines and 
heated drying cupboards. A warder watched and maintained 
discipline while the women worked in silence.

In the ironing room, we can see undergarments, shawls and 
possibly printed cotton dresses hanging up, as well as caps on 
the bench.

Most prisons recognised the hard physical labour of laundry 
work and these women were given extra food and drink. They 
were made to do only half an hour walking exercise instead of an 
hour.

Photos from Staffordshire Record Office.

W
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Ann Higgins was 48 when this photo was taken in 1886. She 
was convicted of stealing a coat and sentenced to 12 months 
hard labour. She was from Wolverhampton and had many 
previous convictions including thefts of clothing, two balls 
of wool, a bonnet and a teapot. Her prison cell identification 
number can just be seen under her shawl.

The striped blouse and apron is prison issue clothing, but she 
is wearing her own bonnet and possibly her own shawl too. 
Why she would be wearing prison clothing for her photo when 
others wore their own clothes is not known. It could be that her 
own clothes were unsuitable or had been destroyed because of 
infestation.

Prison clothing
 
This photograph shows the standard issue clothing provided for 
women in Stafford Prison around 1869-71. This is a few years 
before the first photograph album (1877).

These women are shown wearing striped or plain cotton jackets 
or blouses, and skirt with a white or dark striped apron (in the 
laundry) and a cotton cap. It appears that these photographs 
were taken in summer. Written records of prison clothing refer 
to woollen garments, which were very necessary in the cold 
prisons. Stripes were commonly used in prison clothing to show 
that the garments belonged in the prison and to make escapees 
very visible.
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Prison clothing
It was standard procedure to give the prisoner back her own 
clothes for the photos to be taken shortly before release. 
Sometimes the clothes were very crumpled from storage.

None of the earliest photographs seem to show prison issue or 
striped clothing. So we assume that the women are wearing 
their own clothes or, at least, ‘normal’ clothing issued or donated 
to them. Several are shown wearing their prison cell number 
medallion over a dress or shawl. Of the 1880s photographs, 
only Ann Higgins (previous page) is shown wearing prison 
clothing, although there are a couple of women who look like 
they are wearing their own, very ragged clothing over prison 
stripes. In the 1890s photographs, the women wear their own 
clothing until the style of photography changes in 1896, to the 
double mugshot with side profile. In this album, some of the 
women are wearing prison clothing and dark or black jackets 
with a broad, arrow motif. Other women are wearing similar 
jackets or dresses, but the arrows are not so visible.

The ‘broad arrow’ is a heraldic symbol, which simply shows that 
something belongs to government. For soldiers the arrow was 
woven into the inside of coats. On prison uniforms the arrow was 
clearly marked on the outside. For prisoners who went outside of 
the prison to work every day the arrow was used for identification 
and to deter escape.

Charlotte Bilby, Reader in Criminology, Northumbria 
University
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Prison clothing, 
1900 - onwards
In the 1907-1910 album, the women wear entirely their own 
clothing or a mixture of their own and prison clothing, for 
example, where a hat and coat is worn over a prison issue blouse 
and neckerchief, such as those worn by Agnes Tubb (below).

Some women are photographed wearing just the prison-issue 
garment, a loose-fitting dress or blouse which is sometimes 
striped (right, top). This mixture of prison and personal clothing 
continues into 1912. But by 1913 we see a new garment 
appearing: a gingham pinafore, worn with a white-collared 
buttoned garment and neckerchief. This is worn by most of the 
women, sometimes with their own jacket and hat or by itself 
(right, centre and lower). It is clearly of prison issue.
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Left, Detail of a warder from Stafford Prison laundry 
photo, see page 47.

Right, Photograph believed to be a warder from 1880-1890.

Document relating to the pension of Emma Hall, warder 
at Stafford Prison. She retired due to ill health at the age of 
34 in 1879. Her salary was £49.8s.

Prison staff
In the second half of the nineteenth century a number of 
women were employed at Stafford Prison. The Prison Matron 
was the head female warder and worked under the direction 
of the Governor. She was responsible for all female prisoners, 
inspecting their clothing, bedding and food, and making sure 
they were present at meal-times. The total salary of Matron 
Letitia Wheeler was £135.15s.0d in 1860; considerably less 
than those of the Governor and his Deputy, but more than the 
majority of other prison employees were paid. 

There were other roles for women in the Victorian prison 
service, most notably School Mistress Warder. At Stafford, only 
one School Mistress Warder has been recorded - Jesse Sophia 
Ward - who joined the prison from Leeds Gaol and was later 
appointed to Wormwood Scrubs. She earned slightly more than 
other female warders, bringing in £55 per year, with allowances 
for her living quarters within the prison, fuel, light, water, 
uniform, boots and washing.

Warders, both male and female, worked long hours with few 
holidays. At the end of the century the majority of the female 
warders at Stafford Prison were in their late twenties or thirties. 
Reasons for leaving their position might include dismissal, 
transfer, promotion or marriage. Some were awarded pensions. 
In 1883, the male warder’s pension was £29.4s.6d. It is likely that 
former female warders received less.
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The Industrial Home
The record of 20-year-old Harriet George, shows that she was 
released from Stafford Prison in 1880 to the ‘Stafford Female 
Refuge’, officially called The Staffordshire County Industrial 
Home for Discharged Female Ex-Prisoners and Friendless 
Women. The refuge was built in 1878 on Sandon Road and 
funded through public donation. Often known as ‘The County 
Refuge’ (or ‘County Industrial Home’), the institution took in 
younger women with no families to return to after their release. 
Women who accepted this support would stay for two years, 
with a placement as a domestic servant afterwards. By 1928, The 
County Refuge had become the ‘Home Office Reformatory for 
Girls’ and soon afterwards moved to Rowley Hall.

The institution’s Annual Report for 1905 states that it admitted 
12 new residents, of whom six came from Stafford Prison. Of 
those discharged the same year, five were sent to domestic 
service, one returned to her husband, two returned to friends, 
three were dismissed for insubordination and one was sent to 
an asylum. At that time, The County Refuge housed 42 young 
women. 

The woman that went to live at the refuge were taught the skills 
required for domestic service, including needlework and laundry. 
The Home made its income through taking in laundry and selling 
needlework commissions.

Photographs from the Home in 1897-98, show women in 
uniform, in an industrial laundry similar to that at Stafford 
Prison.
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Textile pieces by  
Ruth Singer
Inspired by the photographs showing prisoners’ hands, Ruth has 
used the colour palette from the 1860s albums as inspiration, as 
well as textures and colours from the Shire Hall itself. 

Hand-embroidery, quilting, 2013-15.
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Criminal Quilts: Hanging, Ruth Singer, 2015. 

Silk, hand-embroidery.  
Winner of the 2016 Fine Art Quilt Masters competition.
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Exhibitions

Criminal Quilts exhibition of textiles

Festival of Quilts, Birmingham NEC,  
9 - 12 August 2018

Brewhouse Art Centre, Burton-on-Trent, 
7 September - 27 October 2018

Wolverhampton University, 
1 November 2018 - 4 January 2019.

Further exhibitions to be announced for 2019.

Events will take place at Brewhouse, Burton in September 
and October alongside the full exhibition.

A symposium will take place at Wolverhampton University in 
November 2018.

Follow @criminalquilts on Twitter.

www.ruthsinger.com/criminalquilts

Find out more . . .
Free talks 

Criminal Herstories talk with Ruth Singer. Find out more 
about the Stafford prison photograph albums from 1877-1916 and 
what we have discovered about the women and their lives. 

Stafford Library, Tuesday 5th June, 1- 2pm.

Criminal Clothing: a history of Victorian and Edwardian 
working-class women’s clothing and prison uniform through the 
Stafford prison photograph albums from 1877-1916.

Stone Library, Tuesday 17th July, 2-4pm.

Book

The Criminal Quilts book will be published in August 2018. To 
order a copy please visit www.ruthsinger.com/criminalquilts 
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About 
Ruth Singer
Ruth Singer is an artist and project manager. Her previous 
career was in museums and her textile work is often inspired by 
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Find out more at www.ruthsinger.com
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